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ABSTRACT
The assistance of programming tools
to speed up the exchange of water
quality datasets are necessary. These
tools reduce and simplify the steps
currently needed to transfer datasets
from
water
quality
monitoring
stations to public databases. Here it is
presented a library developed in
Python that programmatically covers
the steps related to the upload of
datasets following the framework of
the Water Quality Exchange (WQX) of
the US EPA. This library is mainly
characterized by its ability to

efficiently connect and transfer data
formatted as CSV or XLSX files via the
WQX to the National STORET Data
Warehouse by mostly mimicking the
WQX Web API endpoints with a
WQXWeb Python class. It replaces the
manual process of using the WQX
Web app in CDX’s web interface to
upload
datasets.
The
transfer
protocol semi-automates the import
of
datasets
using
the
same
credentials. To illustrate advantages
of the Python available in PyPi
(https://pypi.org/project/wqxweblib),

SOLUTION
it is presented an example that
compares the Python library and the
traditional/manual way to import data
to WQX Web. Use of this library can
speed up the development of data
workflows
and
reduce
code
duplication
and
human
error.
Additionally, the availability of the
code in GitHub (https://github.com/
FlippingBinary/wqxweblib-python)
allows any user to debug, test, and
improve the code as needed or
incorporate it in further applications.

PROBLEM
Manual process (each time):
1) Log in at https://cdx.epa.gov/
WQXWeb/
2) Click “WQX Web” app
3) Click “Import a File”
4) Click “Import a File of Results and
Activities”
5) Select
the
correct
Import
Configuration from the menu
6) Fill in missing values from the
“Generated Values” section
7) Click “Browse…” next to “Import
File”
8) Select data file
9) Click
“Browse…”
next
to
“Attachment File”
10) Select attachment file
11) Click “Import Data”
12) Monitor status until it is ready
to submit to WQX or throw errors.
13) Click “Export & Submit to CDX”

The Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) provides a Water Quality
Exchange (WQX) which can accept
data from water quality monitoring
stations if those stations have
software or procedures in place for
submitting that data. The manual
method involves a human operator
going to the WQX Web app to submit
each data file when it is available. This
process is time consuming and prone
to human errors such as if a step is
missed or a file is forgotten. This
process relies on the compute power
of the WQX Web server to convert raw
data into a WQX-compatible XML file.
It often takes hours to complete
before you even know if the import
will succeed. The entire time, the web
browser must be left open and logged
in so the process does not terminate
early.

Alternatively, each water quality
station can develop custom software
which prepares the data and submits
it through the WQX Web API, but the
authentication method used by the
WQX Web API is very unique and not
easy to implement. Any water quality
monitoring stations which use this
method each have their own custom
code which interfaces with the WQX
Web API. This approach duplicates a
significant amount of code and
introduces the risk of errors in
different copies of the code. When a
new version of WQX is introduced,
each water quality station must also
update their code to ensure
maintained compatibility. Any water
quality monitoring stations which fail
to update their code might assume
their data is still being published even
if that step is failing.
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We present here a solution to this
problem. A single publicly-available
Python library (wqxweblib) which
handles the connection to the WQX
Web API for the data scientist so that
this portion of code does not need to
be developed for each project which
seeks to submit data to the WQX.
With this library, a data scientist only
needs to import the library then
provide the library with credentials
and a data file to submit. A function is
also provided which makes it easy to
check the status of the dataset. The
example code on the right gives a
short demonstration of this simplified
procedure. When paired with an
automated means of pulling data off
water quality monitoring equipment,
this code can be set to run on any
schedule to automatically submit that
data to the WQX. By eliminating the
human
element,
the
quality,
availability, and consistency of data
can improve.

Provide
credentials
Upload File

from wqxweblib import WQXWeb
from time import sleep
wqxweb = WQXWeb( “my username”, “my private key” )
with open ( ‘data.csv’, ‘rb’ ) as f:
file_id = wqxweb.Upload( filename = “data.csv”, contents = f.read( ) )
dataset_id = wqxweb.StartImport(
importConfigurationID,
fileId = file_id,
filetype = wqxweb.CSV,
newOrExistingData = wqxweb.CONTAINS_NEW_OR_EXISTING,
uponCompletion = wqxweb.SUBMIT_IMPORT,
ignoreFirstRowOfFile = True
)
while True:
status = wqxweb.GetStatus( dataset_id ).get( ‘StatusName’ )
if status in wqxweb.BusyStatusNames:
sleep(10)
else:
Break
print( f”WQX Web reports the final status is {status}” )

Get Status

Is Busy?
No
Yes

Done

Start Import

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The library is only a very thin wrapper
around the WQX Web API which
shields the user from the complexity
of its encrypted signature and the
hassle of managing its network
connections. It can be improved by
having it also manage the process of

checking the status of the import in
the background and using callback
functions to report on any problems.
A related library (wqxlib) is being
developed to eliminate the need for
the import configuration files that are
currently required for both manual

and automated methods. It does this
by converting datasets into the XML
files that are actually used by WQX. It
will eliminate the need to ever log into
WQX Web. Progress on that project
can be seen at https://github.com/
FlippingBinary/wqxlib-python.

